
THE TRADITIONS DINING COLLECTION 

   · •  Durable all-weather construction

   · •  Rust-resistant aluminum frames

   · •  Cast- or glass-top tables offered  
     in various shapes and sizes

   · •  Cushions included with each chair

   · •  Swivel chairs rock and spin 3600

   · •  Quality checked and approved

   · •  Seat cushions available in Red,   
     Blue, and Tan

   · •  Some assembly required

   · •  1-year limited warranty

   ·

   ·

FEATURES:
The Traditions Dining Collection transforms any 
backyard into an elegant outdoor dining area with its 
superior quality and deep-comfort feel. This series 
includes an assortment of dining table options, 
offered in various shapes and sizes, that cater to 
your desired seat quantity and outdoor space. Each 
piece is constructed with durable aluminum frames 
that are polished with a protective bronze coating to 
repel moisture and weathering harm. Ornate, open-
cast accents swirl across the top of each cast-
top table and chair, creating an elegant display of 
craftsmanship throughout the entire collection. 

Swivel-action rockers are available as an alternate 
option to the traditional dining chair. These rockers 
perform a smooth, 360-degree spin and gentle 
rocking motion throughout the meal. Plush seat 
cushions are provided with each chair and offer 
additional comfort as you entertain your guests in 
style.

TRADITIONS DINING COLLECTION:



TRADITIONS DINING COLLECTION:

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change

For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

TRADDN3PCSWG-R with glass-top table

TRADDN5PCG-RED with glass-top table

3-Piece Bistro Sets

TRADDN3PCSWG-R ............................................................. UPC: 192487011249 
Includes two swivel rockers with red cushions and a 32” cast-top table

TRADDN3PCSW-RED.........................................................UPC: 0819430029709 
Includes two stationary chairs with red cushions and a 30” glass-top table

5-Piece Dining Sets

TRADDN5PC-RED ...............................................................UPC: 0819430029891 
Includes four stationary chairs with red cushions and a 48” cast-top table

TRADDN5PCSW-RED.........................................................UPC: 0819430029884 
Includes four swivel rockers with red cushions and a 48” cast-top table

TRADDN5PCG-RED .............................................................UPC: 0819430029945 
Includes four stationary chairs with red cushions and a 48” glass-top table

TRADDN5PCSWG-RED ......................................................UPC: 0819430029938 
Includes four swivel rockers with red cushions and a 48” glass-top table

7-Piece Dining Sets

TRADDN7PCRD-RED..............................................................UPC: 192487010846 
Includes six stationary chairs with red cushions and a 60” round cast-top table 

TRADDN7PCSW6-RED.........................................................UPC: 0819430029877 
Includes six swivel rockers with red cushions and a 38” x 72” cast-top table

TRADDN7PCSW6-RED with 38” x 72” cast-top table

http://www.hanover-products.com


7-Piece Dining Sets with Umbrellas & Stands

TRADDN7PCSW6-SU-R ........................................................ UPC: 192487073360 
Includes six swivel rockers with red cushions, a 38” x 72” cast-top table, 9 ft. table 
umbrella and umbrella base 

TRADITIONS7PCSW-SU-R .................................................. UPC: 192487073414 
Includes four stationary chairs and two swivel rockers with red cushions, a 38” x 72” 
cast-top table, 9 ft. table umbrella and umbrella base 

9-Piece Dining Sets with Umbrellas & Stands

TRADDN9PC-SU-R ............................................................... UPC: 192487073377 
Includes eight stationary chairs with red cushions, a 42” x 84” cast-top table, 9 ft. 
table umbrella and umbrella stand 

TRADDN9PCSW2-SU-R ........................................................ UPC: 192487073391 
Includes six stationary chairs and two swivel rockers with red cushions, a 42” x 84” 
cast-top table, 9 ft. table umbrella and umbrella stand 

TRADDN9PCSW8-SU-R ........................................................ UPC: 192487073384 
Includes eight swivel rockers with red cushions, a 42” x 84” cast-top table, 9 ft. table 
umbrella and umbrella stand 

TRADDN9PCSWSQ8-SU-R ................................................... UPC: 192487073407 
Includes eight swivel rockers with red cushions, a 60” square cast-top table, a 9 ft. 
table umbrella and umbrella stand 
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TRADDN9PCSW2-SU-R   with 41” x 84” cast-top table 

TRADDN7PCSW6-SU-R with 38” x 72” cast-top table

http://www.hanover-products.com


9-Piece Dining Sets

TRAD9PCSW2-RED .............................................................UPC: 0819430029921 
Includes two swivel rockers and six stationary chairs with red cushions and a           
41” x 84” cast-top table 

TRADDN9PC-RED ...............................................................UPC: 0819430029914 
Includes eight stationary chairs with red cushions and a 41” x 84” cast-top table 

TRAD9PCSW8-RED .............................................................UPC: 0819430029907 
Includes eight swivel rockers with red cushions and a 41” x 84” cast-top table 

TRADDN9PCSW2G-RED .....................................................UPC: 0819430029969 
Includes two swivel rockers and six stationary chairs with red cushions and a           
42” x 84” glass-top table 

TRADDN9PCG-RED ............................................................UPC: 0819430029976 
Includes eight stationary chairs with red cushions and a 42” x 84” glass-top table 

TRADDN9PCSWG-RED ......................................................UPC: 0819430029969 
Includes eight swivel rockers with red cushions and a 42” x 84” glass-top table

9-Piece Square Dining Sets

TRADDN9PCSQ-RED ........................................................... UPC: 081943002688 
Includes eight stationary chairs with red cushions and a 60” square cast-top table 

TRAD9PCSWSQ8-RED ........................................................UPC: 0819430029853 
Includes eight swivel rockers with red cushions and a 60” square cast-top table 

TRADDN9PCSWG-RED ......................................................UPC: 0819430029952 
Includes eight stationary chairs with red cushions and a 60” square glass-top table 

TRADDN9PCSWSQG-RED ..................................................UPC: 0819430029983 
Includes eight swivel rockers with red cushions and a 60” square glass-top table
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TRAD9PCSWSQ8-RED with 60” square cast-top table

TRAD9PCSW2-RED with 41” x 84” cast-top table

http://www.hanover-products.com



